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Baby Einstein: First Alphabet Book
A mouse and its mother experience the delights of nature on a windy spring day.

Absolutely Beastly Children
The Little Princess doesn't want to go to the hospital, and she does everything she
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can to avoid it. But when she is finally forced to go, she finds that she really rather
likes it. Why? Because they treat her like a princess there!

Little Bird's ABC
A very slow duckling saves his family during a crisis.

Be a King
An assortment of animals gathers for a picnic.

Over the River
Over the river Mama, Papa, and Baby Turkey embark for their vegetarian
Thanksgiving Feast. But when a hungry boy and his dog start sniffing around, the
turkeys have got to think fast before they become the main course! Acclaimed
artist Derek Anderson's glorious autumn artwork adds heaps of holiday humor to
Lydia Maria Child's classic Thanksgiving song. And readers of all ages will be
wondering who gobbles up whom until the dessert finale.

Click, Clack, Peep!
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What’s a cat to do when left all alone at home? Why, invite the neighborhood cats
over, of course! A quiet afternoon for one quickly becomes a party for twenty.
Lauren Thompson’s clever verse will guide young listeners to count from one to
twenty and back again, introducing them to early math skills along the way. Kids
will have a blast following their favorite felines as they rush and roam through
Robin Eley’s vivid and playful illustrations.

Kipper's A to Z
From the albatross to the zebra finch, Mrs. Peanuckle pulls out her binoculars and
introduces toddlers to 26 species of birds from all around the world. Described by a
single interesting fact or defining characteristic, each bird proves to be as unique
and surprising as the one before. Ever wonder why flamingoes are pink? It’s all
those shrimp they eat. Are there birds that can fly backward? Yes, but
hummingbirds are the only ones! With colorful, dynamic art, and attentiongrabbing text, Mrs. Peanuckle’s birds fly off the page, and in some cases, into the
parks and backyards of the children and adults reading this book. Mrs. Peanuckle’s
Bird Alphabet is the fifth title in a series of board books celebrating the joy of
nature at home and in the backyard, from fresh fruits and vegetables to birds,
bugs, and trees.
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Click, Clack, Quackity-Quack
Baby Einstein's signature combination of stunning photographs and colorful
illustrations work together to introduce the alphabet to your little one in a dynamic
way.

Leap Back Home to Me
Dog is trying to find a quiet place t sleep, but each time he thinks he's found just
the place he is disturbed by falling apples, singing birds, chasing cats, and many
other calamities, each introducing a new letter of the alphabet.

Lift, Pull, Slide and Find ABC
A rhyming alphabet of children behaving poorly, from Andy, who will not eat his
peas to Zachary, who beats up all the other children and steals their lunches.

The ABC Bible Verse Book
As birds interact with what is going on around them, they make sounds that
correspond to the letters of the alphabet.
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Now I Eat My ABC's
Kipper the dog and his friend Arnold work through the alphabet by collecting
animals and other things for each letter. 75,000 first printing.

How Many Cats?
Get moving and have some fun with this invigorating picture book romp from
bestselling author Lauren Thompson. Bestselling Little Quack author Lauren
Thompson and acclaimed illustrator Jarrett Krosoczka have teamed up to show just
how much fun moving around can be. Wiggling, waggling, stomping, and
clomping—there are so many different ways to do it! Go ahead—try them all. Each
page has a big, bold toddler face, minimal rhyming text, and a corresponding label
for the body part that’s moving, making this bright, rhythmic book perfect for the
youngest movers and shakers.

Backseat A-B-See
Featuring classic Peter Rabbit characters, kids will love learning their ABCs with
this beautiful and whimsical alphabet board book perfect for gifting! A is for . . . A
very little bunny B is for . . . such Big Bounces! In this beautiful, charming, and
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whimsical board book, Peter Rabbit and his friends introduce the alphabet. Artistic
and lyrical rather than strongly educational, this is a perfect introduction to the
world of Beatrix Potter for very young children. From the Board edition.

Quack Like a Duck!
One by one, four ducklings find the courage to jump into the pond and paddle with
Mama Duck, until only Little Quack is left in the nest, trying to be brave.

Mrs. Peanuckle's Bird Alphabet
It's time for Little Quack and his siblings to go to sleep But there's something
glowing in the dark, something hooting in the trees above, and something rustling
in the reeds. There's just too much excitement for the ducklings to settle down!
But when the stars begin to shine it just might be time for bed, at last.

Hairy Maclary and Zachary Quack
Pictures illustrate things that begin with each letter of the alphabet, including Aunt
Annie's alligator and a yawning yellow yak.
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Click, Clack, Abc
New York Times bestselling author Lauren Thompson and acclaimed illustrator
Jarrett J. Krosoczka show readers the joys of eating in this bright, rhythmic book
that’s perfect for the youngest chompers and gulpers. Every page features kids
devouring their favorite foods, accompanied by bouncy rhyming text and a
corresponding label for what’s being eaten. Crunching, munching, gobbling, or
guzzling—there are so many different ways to eat, each one more fun than the
last!

Q Is for Duck
Little Quack and his siblings explore the pond and spy different objects for each
letter of the alphabet. On board pages.

Little Quack's Bedtime
A former international hostage negotiator for the FBI offers a new, field-tested
approach to high-stakes negotiations—whether in the boardroom or at home. After
a stint policing the rough streets of Kansas City, Missouri, Chris Voss joined the FBI,
where his career as a hostage negotiator brought him face-to-face with a range of
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criminals, including bank robbers and terrorists. Reaching the pinnacle of his
profession, he became the FBI’s lead international kidnapping negotiator. Never
Split the Difference takes you inside the world of high-stakes negotiations and into
Voss’s head, revealing the skills that helped him and his colleagues succeed where
it mattered most: saving lives. In this practical guide, he shares the nine effective
principles—counterintuitive tactics and strategies—you too can use to become
more persuasive in both your professional and personal life. Life is a series of
negotiations you should be prepared for: buying a car, negotiating a salary, buying
a home, renegotiating rent, deliberating with your partner. Taking emotional
intelligence and intuition to the next level, Never Split the Difference gives you the
competitive edge in any discussion.

ABC School's for Me!
Vroom! Vroom! From the backseat, what do you see? Whether on a cross-country
road trip or a quick jaunt across town, there's no end to what a child can see from
the backseat of a car. Using familiar road signs, this striking book introduces little
ones not just to the alphabet but also to the world around them. Equally perfect for
transportation-obsessed children and those just learning to read, this fresh and
dynamic picture book will entertain and educate at home, in the classroom, and on
the go.
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10 Little Rubber Ducks Board Book
All of the barnyard animals are excited about the arrival of a new duckling, until
the noisy little one refuses to go to sleep.

Simply K
"Babies and toddlers will love the eye-catching photographs of asparagus,
blueberries, peas, strawberries, and more in this yummy alphabet book!"--Cover
back.

Baby's Colors
Pairing simplified yoga poses with alphabetized animals and objects, ABC Yoga
features colorful illustrations of children and animals practicing yoga along with
playful rhymes to explain each movement. A fun family read, this interactive title is
perfect for teaching toddlers their ABCs, as well as introducing them to familiar
animals and basic, simplified yoga poses that promote health and well-being. Each
letter of the alphabet is paired with an engaging illustration mimicking the various
animals' natural movements. Clever rhymes explain how toddlers (and their
parents!) can copy the poses, each of which encourage movement, physical
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fitness, and mental health. The 26 yoga poses, one for each letter of the alphabet,
are renamed for easy understanding, while an index at the end of the book
identifies the correct name for each asana (yoga pose) for the adults. The
engaging illustrations and playful rhymes encourage children and their parents to
get up and move, promoting physical activity, learning, and togetherness.

ABC Yoga
You can be a King. Stamp out hatred. Put your foot down and walk tall. You can be
a King. Beat the drum for justice. March to your own conscience. Featuring a dual
narrative of the key moments of Dr. King's life alongside a modern class as the
students learn about him, Carole Weatherford's poetic text encapsulates the
moments that readers today can reenact in their own lives. See a class of young
students as they begin a school project inspired by Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and
learn to follow his example, as he dealt with adversity and never lost hope that a
future of equality and justice would soon be a reality. As times change, Dr. King's
example remains, encouraging a new generation of children to take charge and
change the world . . . to be a King.

I Don't Want to Go to the Hospital!
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At the zoo Gladys eats bananas for breakfast, bananas for lunch, and even
bananas for dinner. But one day Gladys smells something even better than
bananas. Could it be pizza? Ice cream? Or something altogether better?

Hop, Hop, Jump!
INFANTS AND TODDLERS: CAREGIVING AND RESPONSIVE CURRICULUM
DEVELOPMENT, 9th Edition, guides readers through the acquisition of skills
necessary to provide high-quality care for infants and toddlers in any educational
setting. This edition's new subtitle better reflects the book's goal of providing
appropriate caregiving and educational techniques, as well as curriculum ideas, for
infants and toddlers from birth to age three. Overviews of key child care
philosophies as they relate to the child, the caregiver, and parent involvement are
presented along with case studies and lesson plans that help students translate
theory into practice. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Alphabet Rescue
Illustrations and rhyming text invite the reader to imitate the noisy denizens of a
bustling barn, from squawking like a chicken and bleating like a goat to mooing like
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a cow.

Chew, Chew, Gulp!
While on vacation in Alphabet City, Little e and the other lowercase letters repair
an old fire truck and come to the rescue when a fire engulfs the letter-making
factory.

Mouse's First Spring
“Animals awake Beneath blue blankets Clickety clack…” This hilarious alphabet
book is both educational and fun! With nearly one million copies of their books sold
worldwide, the newest book from this creative team is a delightful, rhythmic way of
teaching the ABCs to the very young. The sturdy board format is perfect for
toddlers and pre-schoolers. Laughter and learning are guaranteed!

Quick, Quack, Quick!
A little frog’s first leap out into the world is a big, scary thing. But luckily, mama is
always there to catch him when he comes home. As the leaps get bigger, frog gets
braver—and before he knows it, he’s soaring out to the moon and beyond! This
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loveable little frog will hurdle his way into your heart. Come leap along, and see
what it’s like to shoot for the stars . . . and always have a landing pad ready to
catch you.

Little Quack
Babies see different colors and identify objects representing those colors, including
blue blueberries, yellow daffodils, green turtles, and orange carrots. On board
pages.

P Is for Peter
10 little rubber ducks overboard! Get swept away on a high-seas voyage of
discovery with 10 little rubber ducks as they float to every part of the world. They
all find adventure, but one duck finds something very special!

An Excessive Alphabet
Get ready for school with this clever, rhyming alphabet story illustrated by
bestselling artist Lynn Munsinger! Alphabet from A to Z. Books that are just right
for me. Crayons for coloring in my hand. Dump trucks playing in the sand. Cuddle
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up with your little bear and enjoy this rhyming read-aloud chock-full of the ABCs of
school. There's so much alphabet to explore!

Gladys Goes Out to Lunch
Too often, our littlest learners are expected to achieve, despite not having reached
critical levels of readiness. It is so important that they are taught with an approach
that assesses and addresses their stage of development. This course includes
helpful tips, games, a biblical focus on lessons from God's Word and how we can
live for Him, ideas for extended learning, and activities, all based on skills
developed through play and interaction.

Dr. Seuss's ABC
Infants, Toddlers, and Caregivers: Caregiving and Responsive
Curriculum Development
Zachary Quack, a small and determined duckling, sets out to play with a rather
reluctant Hairy Maclary. A 'cat and mouse' chase follows, with the two characters
ending up peacefully snuggled together after Zachary Quack has saved a soggy
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Hairy Maclary from the river.

Little Quack's ABC's
The reader is invited to identify items in the illustrations that begin with each letter
of the alphabet.

Never Split the Difference
With delightful illustrations, this fantastic book goes through the 26 Bible verses,
one for each letter of the alphabet, giving children the opportunity to learn
scripture while seeing them illustrated in a tangible way. This is a wonderful way to
get children interested in Scripture and Learning!

Dog's ABC
While learning some facts about animals, the reader is challenged to guess why A
is for zoo, B is for dog, and C is for hen. Simultaneous.
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